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910 Abstract—We aimed to investigate the role of dorsal and ventral visual systems in rapid naming of simple Chinese
characters. Twenty college students (10 female;Mage = 22.5 years) were required to covertly read a character- and
a cross-matrix during an fMRI experiment. A basic prosaccade and a prosaccade-naming task was also performed
to confirm the functional significance of the findings. The results of whole brain analysis showed that both dorsal
and ventral visual systems were activated in the character-matrix reading. The cross-matrix scanning elicited
weaker activation in the left middle frontal gyrus, superior temporal gyrus, and ventral occipitotemporal cortex.
Next, whereas both top-down and bottom-up effective connectivities (ECs) were found between these two sys-
tems in the character-matrix reading, only top-down ECs were observed in the cross-matrix scanning. Moreover,
in the character-matrix reading, we found a negative correlation between the reaction time of naming in the
prosaccade-naming task and the EC strength from visual word form area to superior temporal gyrus and a pos-
itive correlation between the reaction time in the basic prosaccade task and the EC strength from middle frontal
gyrus to intraparietal sulcus. The cross-matrix scanning did not show any brain-behavior relationship. These
results suggest that while the dorsal visual system is mainly engaged in eye-movement control, the ventral
system is associated more with orthographic processing and orthography-phonology mapping. � 2018 IBRO. Pub-

lished by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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11 INTRODUCTION

12 To date, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)

13 research of naturalistic reading is scarce (see Choi

14 et al., 2014; Henderson et al., 2015; Hillen et al., 2013;

15 Schuster, et al., 2016, for a few exceptions), and the

16 few studies in the field have used short words or phrases

17 to make up for sentences or paragraphs (e.g., Breznitz,

18 2005; Pallier et al., 2011). An implication of this method-

19 ological constraint is that the role of the ventral visual sys-

20 tem in reading, which is thought to tap visual word

21 identification, has been overemphasized over that of the

22 dorsal visual system, which is thought to tap eye-

23 movement control and visual attention processes

24(Cohen et al., 2008; Vogel et al., 2012; Zhou and Shu,

252017). In the current study, we tried to understand the role

26of the dorsal and ventral visual systems in reading using a

27rapid naming task that allows researchers to investigate

28the roles of these two systems simultaneously.

29Previous neuroimaging studies have most often used

30a discrete word or character reading task, wherein the role

31of eye movements was minimized, to investigate the

32activity of ventral visual regions during reading (see

33Price, 2012, for a review). Researchers have reported

34that there is hierarchical coding of visual words in ventral

35regions from the inferior occipital cortex (IOC) to the

36visual word form area (VWFA) (Dehaene and Cohen,

372011; Vinckier et al., 2007). In turn, previous eye-

38movement experiments in fMRI studies have most often

39used simple eye-movement or attentional paradigms,

40wherein linguistic materials are seldom presented, to

41investigate the function of the dorsal visual system. For

42instance, participants were required to make prosaccades

43from a central fixation to a peripherally presented target

44(e.g., Hallett 1978; Hutton, 2010). These studies have

45shown that dorsal visual regions such as the middle fron-
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46 tal gyrus (MFG) and the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) were

47 involved in the prosaccade processing (see Jamadar

48 et al., 2013, for a review). Although the neural mecha-

49 nisms of isolated word reading and eye movements have

50 been studied separately for decades, there is clearly a

51 need to marry these two fields. This will enhance our

52 understanding of the neural mechanism involved in natu-

53 ral reading (see Zhou and Shu, 2017, for a review).

54 Emerging studies in the field have tried to design fMRI

55 experiments on story reading, in which full-line sentences

56 were presented one at a time to participants (Altmann

57 et al., 2014; Hsu et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015). How-

58 ever, most of these studies concentrated on high-level

59 processing such as semantic integration, while the role

60 of eye-movement processes situated in dorsal visual

61 regions remains neglected. Only recently, studies have

62 begun to report the involvement of dorsal visual regions

63 in natural reading (e.g., Choi et al., 2014; Henderson

64 et al., 2015; Hillen et al., 2013; Schuster et al., 2016).

65 However, it remains unclear how the dorsal and ventral

66 visual systems interact with each other during this pro-

67 cess. In order to address this gap, Zhou et al. (2016)

68 asked participants to covertly read the story that was pre-

69 sented as sentence by sentence. Unfortunately, their par-

70 ticipants were required to read a text and thus

71 comprehension processes could not be switched off along

72 with the absence of an index of low-level eye-movement

73 processes, which confounded their results regarding the

74 role of the dorsal visual system. To bypass these prob-

75 lems, we employed in this study a rapid automatized nam-

76 ing (RAN) task with simple characters and crosses (see

77 below for more information).

78 RAN, defined as the ability of an individual to name

79 visually presented simple stimuli such as objects, digits

80 and letters, has been described as ‘‘a microcosm” of

81 natural text reading (e.g., Norton and Wolf, 2012;

82 Protopapas et al., 2013). As RAN shares many basic pro-

83 cesses with natural text reading, such as visual attention,

84 word form recognition, and grapheme-phonology/

85 semantics mapping, an in-depth examination of how

86 RAN develops and reaches an automatic level can pro-

87 vide invaluable information on how natural text reading

88 is achieved (see Altani et al., 2018; Protopapas et al.,

89 2018, for recent evidence).1 Several studies have shown

90 that RAN is a significant predictor of reading across lan-

91 guages (e.g., Araújo et al., 2014; de Jong and van der Leij,

92 1999; Georgiou et al., 2016; Landerl and Wimmer, 2008;

93 Liao et al., 2008) and a core deficit in dyslexia (e.g., de

94 Jong and van der Leij, 2003; Ho and Lai 1999a; Wolf and

95 Bowers, 1999).

96 An obvious similarity among natural text reading,

97 RAN, and cross-matrix scanning is that all tasks include

98 eye movements from left to right and top to bottom. The

99 difference in the eye-movement aspect between text

100 reading and RAN is that, eye-movement control in text

101 reading is primarily driven by high-level factors such as

102 syntactic and semantic processes (Radach et al., 2008),

103whereas the time and location to move eyes during

104RAN rely on relative low-level factors such as letter/digit

105processing and spacing between items (Yan et al.,

1062013). This difference between RAN and text reading is

107more obvious when reading Chinese. Without spaces

108between words in Chinese text, readers abstract high-

109level lexical information in parafovea for saccade-

110targeting rather than using the information of low-level

111spatial frequency as in spaced alphabetic text (Yan

112et al., 2010). In turn, the difference in eye-movement con-

113trol between cross-matrix scanning and RAN is that

114cross-matrix scanning does not involve character reading

115processes. Moreover, compared to cross-matrix scan-

116ning, the orthography-to-phonology mapping in RAN is

117highlighted and is an important skill in read acquisition

118(Norton and Wolf, 2012; Pan et al., 2013). On these

119grounds, the use of RAN Characters offers a good oppor-

120tunity for researchers to identify the cognitive and neural

121mechanism(s) underlying single character reading, eye-

122movement processes, and the relation between them.

123For instance, recent behavioral eye-movements studies

124on RAN have shown that orthography-to-phonology map-

125ping could influence parafoveal processing, perceptual

126span and eye-voice span as indicated by eye-movement

127patterns (e.g., Pan et al., 2013; Yan et al., 2013).

128Accordingly, a comparison of cognitive mechanisms

129between natural text reading, RAN Characters, and

130cross-matrix scanning, could further confirm that the

131dorsal visual system is engaged in all of these tasks,

132and answer the question whether the involvement of the

133ventral system and the interaction between the dorsal

134and ventral visual systems is different among tasks.

135While the ‘‘top-down” effect derives from selective visual

136attention situated in dorsal visual regions, the automatic

137‘‘bottom-up” capture of attention is driven by the

138properties of the stimuli situated in ventral visual regions

139(Buschman and Miller, 2007; Schurz et al., 2014). Zhou

140et al. (2016) found that there were effective connections

141from the left MFG to both dorsal visual region (i.e., left

142IPS) and ventral visual region (i.e., the VWFA) and from

143IPS to VWFA during natural text reading, indicating pri-

144marily ‘‘top-down” modulation from dorsal to ventral visual

145system. As the RAN of Characters is also driven by con-

146spicuous stimuli processing, we would expect an exis-

147tence of ‘‘bottom-up” brain connections in this task. As

148cross-matrix scanning lacks complex visual input, there

149would be less involvement of ventral visual regions and

150less ‘‘bottom-up” brain connections. In the last few years,

151some studies have examined the neural substrates of

152RAN using fMRI (Al Dahhan et al., 2017; Christodoulou,

1532010; Cummine et al., 2014, 2015; Misra et al., 2004).

154Although these studies have revealed the involvements

155of both ventral and dorsal visual regions in RAN, it is still

156unknown how the dorsal and ventral visual systems inter-

157act with each other during this task.

158Taken together, although previous studies have

159reserved a significant role for both ventral visual and

160dorsal visual regions in word reading and eye

161movements separately, there is still lack of focus on the

162dorsal visual system and its interaction with the ventral

163visual system in natural reading, which, importantly,

1 Notice that in some psychometric batteries (e.g., The Process
Assessment of The Learner; Berninger, 2007), RAN is assessed with
rapid word naming.
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